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About ERIC

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a
national information system operate,d'by the National Institute.of
EducationERIC serves the educational community by
disseminating' edticatibnal research results and other resource'
information that can be used in, developing more effective
educational programs.,

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Manageinent, one
; of several clearinghouses in the system,' was .established at the

University of Oregon in :1966. The Clearinghouse and its
companion'units process research reports 'and journal articles for
announcement inERIC's index 'and abstract bulletins:

Research reports are announced in Resources in Education
(RIE), available in many libraries and by subscription for $42.70 a
year. from the-. United States Government Printing, Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. Most of the documents listed in RIE can
be purchased through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
operated by Computer Microfilm International Corporation.

Journal articles are announced in Current 'Index to Journals-in
Ediication: CUE is also available in many libraries and can be
ordered 'for $85 a -year froni Otyx, Press, 2214 North 'Central
Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85004.,Semiannual cumulations-can be
ordered, separately.

Besides procesSing documents and journal articles,. the
1r'

Clearinghouse has another major functioninformation analysis
and synthesis. The Clearinghouse prepares bibliographies,
literature reviews, state-of-the-knowledge papers, -and other
interpretivevresearch, *dies on topics in its educational area.
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FOREWORD
J,

Both the Association of California Sehool Administrators
and the ERIC ClearinghoUse on ,Educational Management
are pleased to cooperate in producing the School Manage-
ment,Digest, a series'of reports designed to offer educational
leaders' essential information On a. wide range of critical
concerns in education.

At a' time when decfsions in 'eckication' must be Made on
the basis of ,increasingly' con.iplex inforMalion,' the .Digest
provides scho(il administrators with concise, readable

'analyses of the.most important trends in .schools today, as
well as points up the practieolimplicatiOns of major research
findings. *, .

7

. By special cooperative arrangement,the'series. draws on .

the extensive research-facilities and e.xpertise- of the ERIC
ClearinghOuse on.EdUeational Management. The titles in the
series were planned and developed cooperatively by .both
:organizations. Utilizing, the resources of the ERIC network,
-.ale Clearinghouse is responsihle for researching the topics
and preparing the copy for publication by AGSA.

The author of this report, David Coursen, was commis-
sioned by the Clearinghpuse as a research analyst and writer.

Richard T. Cooper Philip K. Piele

ACSA
DirectorPresident
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ERIC/cEM



/
WHAT IS MAINSTRVAINOINC?

Mainstreaining, the practice of educating lihndicapped
children with TeguN students, has been the subject, of .an,
intense legal and educational delIate. As a practical matter,.
that debate was resolved in 1975' when the federal. govern-
mat mandated that handicapped children be placed in the
mainstream as 'fully as possible. Despite the law, mainstrearti-'
ing can be difficult to put into practice; as a result, it is some:
times seen as a radical departure from traditional eduational
practices.

The idea of eddcating allchildren together is pribably as
old as the public school system itself. .ar ducators,- how -

ever, 'quickly recognized that some chil ren, most obviously
the blind, the deaf, and the mentally' retarded, had special
instructionalneeds that could not easily be met in the regular
classroom. One attempt to solve thisprohlem was to provide,
such children with a, separate system, of "special education"
designed specifically to meet thcAe needs. Unfortunately, in
practice, special education vas -.often. imperfectly-
mented, With the result that it did not alWays meet its goal of
serving the hinidicappech,,For examPle,S-Millei and .Miller.,
point' to recent evid5nce that fewer than half ,-of all handy
capped children were receiving an appropriaseeducationy

. Mainstreaming is not only an educational question, but
a legal one as well..Turnbull explains that the legal origins of
the mainstreaming movement can be traced CO the civil right.
"movernent, particularly to -the Supreme Court's landmark
ruling in ther.case of BrOwn v. Board of Education (1954)
that black students could', not legally be segregated into
school systems that were "separate but equal" to those pro-
vided for whites. A number of subsequent judicial. rulings
expanded that principleto include handicapped students and
the "separate but equa0,'. Special education system.

Finally, in 1975, the federal government enacted Public
Law 94-142, the Education.for all Handicapped Childreh
Act (comMonly known. as PL 94-142), which,guararttees
each handicapped child the right to a free-public education in



the "least restrictive environment:" The philosophy behind
this legislation is expressed ift California Senate Billj$70 in. '.

,the following terms:
.

Individuals with exceptional 'feeds are offered special
assistance programs which' promote maximum inter-
action with the general school population in a manner
which is appropriate to the needs of both,

For some students, with, only mild educational handicaps,
the regular classroom qualifies as the least restrictive environ-
ment, Other students, however, require special help if they
.are to succeed in the mainstream.; it is up to the .schopls to
provide suck belp.4

Perhaps because the actual decision to mainstream was
made by judges and lawmakers, who offered few practical
suggestions for putting the new policy into practice, main-
streamingrtiike iipecial education before it, has not always
been effectively implemented. Some schools simply followedr6,the letter of the law obeying the rules, 1 1, out the forms,
and shuffling stuctsits from special to rei., r classes, with-
out really considering, what is best for each child. True main-
streaming has two aspects, of which regular claXs placement
is only one. The other is making sure that such placement is

ppropriate and benefits the child. Indiscriminately placing
all handicapped children in regular classrooms is ..ii futile
policy that is not, properly speaking, mainstreaming-at all,
but what some writers call "maindumping."

Educators who.have tried real mainstreaming agree that.
it can succeed; but only if it is implemented .with a .sincere
commitment .to folldwing the spirit, as well as the letter, of
the law, by providing each child with the educational services
that can best meet his or her needs. In the absence of such:a
commitmentand the resources to follow up on it main-
streaming is little more than a meaningless catchword,: a.
formula for Changing, but not for improving, the way
schools educate the handicapped. .

Mainstreaniing is a very general term that can be used to
describe a wide variety of educational arrangements., A useful
definition rules out "maindumping" and. emphasizes he
range of educational services that may be needed to meet the
individual needs of each special student One such definition
is that used by the National AssOciaion for Retarded



Citizens (NARC):
NAR(: considers mainstreaming to he a philosophy or
principle of educational service delivery which is imple-
mented by providing a variety of classroom and instruc-
tional alternatives that are appropriate to the indiVidual
educational Plan for each student and allows maximal
temporal, social and insiructional interaction among,
mentally retarded and non-retarded students in the
normal course of the school day.

This definition highlights mainstreaminss diversity, its
emphasis on service, and its commitment to"contact between
regular and special students. Mainstreaming, however,
extends to all handicapped children, not merely the retarded.
The "handicapped" include those with 'conditions listed by
Ballard and Zettel as follolvs:

mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, orthopedically "
impaired, other health impaired, speech impaired,
visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed,
or children with specific learning disabilities who by
reason thereof require s -ducation and related
services.

-

As this list suggests, a mainstr an prOgram can
provide services for a very broad range of Children. Attention
to the 'mere mechanics of providing such services, however,
may miss the point. While specific skills are important, an
appropriate attitudea belief that all children are entitled to
appropriate quality education is at the heart of main-
streaming..1,Iltimately, no amount of knowledge or technical
skill can make up for a lack of belief in the process.

Because the right, attitude is crucial. to successful main-
streaming, it is important to understand the legal, political;
and historical background of mainstreaming. After we have
examined those areas, we will look more specifically at how
mainstreaming works, what makes a program successful,
and how an administrator can contribute to that success.
Our discussion will rely on educational literature and on the
transcripts of interviews we conducted with educators who
have been involved with successful mainstreaming programs.

c



Tilt:. LAW

Pl. 94-142, which makes Mainstreaming as we have
defined it the law of the land, needs to he understood as the
culmination of a legal process that has been underway for
many years. In the broadest sense, mainstreamiifg -rests on
the principle that is the cornerstone of democracy: "MI inen
.are created equal:" I listorieally, the abolition of slavery
suffrage for women, the civil rights movement, and the equal
rights for the handicapped movement can he seen as stages of
the-process 'of extending that principle to all Americans.

The Educational Imperative
/7

To understand how thecdilcation of the handicapped
became a question of equal rights, 'we need to understand
How the handicapped have traditionally been served by the
schools. Many experts agree that, for a number of reasons,
Special education never lived up to its promise as a way of
educating the handicapped.

One problen was that special education did not reach
'many of the students it was designed to serve (it, unlike regu-
lar education, was not compulsory). Miller and Wier cite
governMent Statistics indicating that even recently fewer than
half of. the oration's handicapped. children were receiving,

appropriate e hicational services. Nearly a third of the handi-
capped were receiving inappropriate services, while more
than a fifth ere receiving no services at allOther handi-
capped chit ren presumably had not even been identified.

. Clearly, for 11 these children, equal educational opportunity
Was far from a reality.

Even iiore seriously, special edilcation did not always
..,_

do a good ob with the students it did serve. In' many cases,
the onal needs of children. segregated from the main-s,
stream we e largely ignored, and special educatiOnitself was
often little more than a "dumping ground" for 'problem
children./ _

In some ways, the very Practice of segregating some'..stu-

1 1
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dents from others' is harmful. 1 landicapped children suffer
beatise they are not being prepared to function in the main-,
stream of society, where many of,thein will be once they-
jeave school. Normal students, too, are being shortchanged
when they are placed.in an artificially homogeneous environ-
ment that does not reflect the diversity of American. society.

The Problem of Labels
One of the most serious objections to traditional'Special

education is that it is based on the use of labels to classify
children as "retarded" for example. On the face of it, such
'het can see only a limited. purpose, since it iniplies that
there is something "wrong" with the child without. really s'in.;
Besting how to meet that child's educational needs. More
insidiously, it falsely suggests that children with tiwssame
label have identical needs. In fact, children with low I.Qs, for
ex:,unple, do not all display common learning chara.ctefistics
that can be met in identiCal ways. The process of developing-
labels is cumbersome and imprecise. Keefe and others report
that. in 1974 'California had twenty-eight special education
categories and some children 'did not fit into any of theth.

Labels do not always pr ride much inform'ation about
how to 'help child; b t ey do have stigmatizing effects
that may actually harm a child. The label of "retarded," for
example, .implies inferiority in a way that can give a child 'a
negative self-image and.reduce his or her self-respect. Worse,
labels' create expectations.about how children are likely to
perform, expectations .that can easily become self-fulfilling
prophecies. In one of the seminal essays,on mainstreamnag,
Daum points to studies indicating that the way a child .is
labeled strongly influencesWhzit .teachers expect of that child.

The Libel "retarded" is highly arbitrary, since it describes
a condition that can, in many cases, be "cured" by a change
in definition. In addition, as Meyers points out, most
retarded children ,relabeled as such only by the schools, and
their condition does, not meanthey ate unable to function in
society: . .

Well over half of the school's EMRs (educable mentally
retarded) are, however, able-bodied children who have
not been. identified as different before school.:Ittendancte



and who, upon le,aving school, are not differentiated
from the co- workers of equivalent status and residence.

Evcn more daipagirig argutnents can be made.against the
methods that are actually used to label children. Tradi-
tionally, the chief indicator of 'retardation has been the IQ
score. However, the IQ Jests' cultural; social, racial, and
even. sexual biases; Sltcording to 'some writers, -make their
value in determining the course o(a entire educational
career open to question. .

. .

- ..Traditional. labeling ;ystems have been particularly
unfair to members-of minority groups. Kendall points to-evi-
dence from the sixties showing that over, half of those-cLsSed
as mentally retarded were from minorities. A' later study, ht
adds; shows that 75 percent' of those minority "retarded"
had, iri fact, been mislaheled. Not surprisingly, minority
'groups have expressed considerable' resentment toward the
whole system of special education,.

Novotny-discusses some other reasons misclassifications
may occur. A child may have a combination of a reading
Problem and a marginally low IQ. Students of low socio-.
economic status who are 'disruptive or cause problems in the
classroom or who cannot II:arn from specific teachers,
cirrricula, or instructior9Fmaterials may also be mislabeled.
In addition, tests may be inappropriately selected or
administered. Keogh and her colleagues further suggest that
parents have generally not beeri involved in screening. and
placement decisions. This means there have been few safe-
guards to protect .children from mislabeling or its conse-
quences. Further, while-it was easy to mislabel "a. child, in

.practice it was often quite difficult to undo a Pla(!emett
decision by returning a child from a special to a re-golaf class
setting. Thus; if anything, Turnbull understates the case
when he summarizes the objections to labeling:

. . . classifications are too rigid, they serve almost no
educational purpose, they result in misclassifications,
they are racially discriminatory in motive or effect or
both, they have an adverse effect on school success,
they stigmataie

It is easy to see how educational problems could
alai become legal problems. Misclassifications, arbitrary
placement decisions, or .second -rate services in effect deny

6 `)



\ equal'
, .

certain citizens, he handicapped, their civil rights to
opportunity, equal protection, and due. process. As .people
became conscious of thesed-acts, there were, inevitably, legal
attacks on the special',education system that fostered such

. abuses. A series of court decisions and state laws expanded
- the rights of handicapped students until, as indicated above-,

PL 94-142 mandated .substantial changesin the way handi-
capped students are educated.

Provisions of the Law

As an attempt to provide a comprehensive remedy for a
wide range of educational and legal problems, PL 94-142
was, inevitably, a broad complex law with a variety of provi-
sions:It .is important to remember that, in essence, its intent
is simple. As NARC puts it, the law "mandates that handi-
capped children, including mentally retarded' children, be
educated with the non handicapped to the maximum feasible
extent, leaving the burden of proof on the lcical school to
argue fora special class for any individual in its jurisdiction."

Various wrers explore how the law attempts to achieve
,these goaj.s.--One useful discussion is that of Ballard and
a-net-Their discussion divides the law into five main points.

First, the law requires, every state and locality getting
federal money to provide free, appropriate education to all
handicapped children. All services, including residential
placement if that ig what is most appropriate, must be pro,
vided at no cost to parents.

Second, an. IEP (Individualized Educational Program)
'must be provided for each child in time for each school year.
This is a written statement defining the child's present
achievement level, establishing annual aials, and stating
criteria for judging whether those goals are being met. The
law further mandates the involvement of parents, teachers,
special educators; and, where 'appropriate, the students
themselves, in the establishment of the IEP. The-IEP is, how-
ever, a management tool rather than a specific instructional
plan.

Thiid, students must be placed in the least restrictive
environment. This is a mandate for education with the non-
handicapped to the 'maximum extent appropriate,. It is not a

7
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requirement that all children be placed in regular classrooms,
nor does it abolish any specific educational setting, The IEP /
is an essential tool in defining what the lea4t:t4e§tricti'
environment is for each child. '- , /

Fourth, the law guarantees children the/ right to due
process in all placement decisions, including identification,
evaluation, and plaCement. Parents not satisfied with the IEP
are entitled to a fair hearing in which an impartial panel can
review Placement decisions and assessment.

Fifth, the law also attempts to 'ensure that assessments
are not based on racially or culturally .discriminatory pro-
cedures. Test materials must be provided in the child's native
language or natural means,of commupication. In addition,'
no single procedure can be used as the sole basis (tor dei-
sions. Assessments must . be "multi-faceted, multi-source
and carried out by qualified personnel.

Miller and Miller discusssome other aspects-athe law.
They point out that it make's public education compulsory
for all children, including the handicapped; formeily,;special
education was available to children at the discretion of their
parents. In :addition, the law "recognizes the need for con-
siderable funding, the need for uniform priorities, and the
need for enforcement mechanisms."

Although PL 94-142 is a sweepihg mandate for change,
it is only an outline that, as Miller and Miller observe, is
short on "substantive details." As a result, it has often been
misunderstood -ay a mandate for the wholesale return of
handicapped children to , regular classrooms, where they
originally had the problems that led to their special place-
ments; without spa ial help, many of them will have the
same problems aga' , Most schools attempt to provide some
special services but, ins Vandivier and Vandivier point out:

. . sufficient funds are seldom available to. finance a
full range of special education options that extend
across twelve grades, numerous schools, and several
areas of exceptionality. . . . As a result, the child is
provided with whatever program exists, rather than
with the kind he needs. .

.

As the authors point out, this means that "instead of fashion-
ing a program to meet the individual needs of the child, in
actuality the child is molded to fit into the available
program."

1 f7,"
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.California's Master Plan
T.

One effort to address this problem has beers made in
California, where until recently two different special educa-
tion delivery syStems were used, to meet the requirements of
PL 94-142. The older, categorical program aimed to provide
services to handicapped children according to educational
disability categories. The newer approach, embodiedin the
Master, Plan, is to provide services .on the basis of students'
learning needs. The recently enacted Senate Bill 1870
abolishes disability categories and appropriates special edu-
cation moneys only for the Master Plan, with the explicit
intent that the Master Plan .beimplemented in all remaining
school districts during a two:year transitional Period.,begin-
ning with the 1980-81 fiscal year.

The Master Plan's principal, advantage over t e cate-
gorical approach is its ability- to coordinate the delivery of
educational services.. Each district that is large enough to
provide special services,to all its handicapped students will
develop a plan for doing so. Smaller districts may combine'
into groups for the purpose of jointly providing a full range
of services:for all the handicapped. A third possibility is for a
district to join With its county office in submitting a plan.
Any plan' should include a coordinated identification,.
referral, and placement system and should clearly assign
responsibilities for administering progranis and providing
services.

AS a result of the Master Plan and SB 1870, even
,students in small districts will have au tss to a full range ,of
educational services_ This means students will be offered the
most .appropriate type of special assistance, rather than
having to settle for what is available.-Fhis-system-also-means-
that expensive services will not be .untiecessarily duplicated.

As .described by Keefe and others, Master Plan schools
have 'at least one full- or part-time resource specialist on
campus; assisted by a full-time instructional aide. The
resource specialist coordinates referrals, schedules eligibility
and placement hearings, conducts assessments, and performs
diverse other functions. in addition, he or she instructs
special students.directly and works closely with regular class
room teachers in planning each special student's mainstream

'education.



MAINSTREAMING IN ACTION

.4,

The process of mainstreaming forshildren with'handi-
capping conditions should be a step-by-step movement

,-.from sanctuary to freedom. Theissue is not one of
segregation v. integration; it is a question of providing
individual pragram planning. Anything. less titan that
will lead to chaotic doctrinaire approaches which may
satisfy statutory' requirements, fiscal imperatives, and
administrative flow-charts but fail to meet the needs of4 children.... Chapin
The most common *ay of offering:a full range-Of special

service within a school'; is by utilizing a separate' facility,
Often ailed a resource room, where the handicapped can go
for ex ra help. Some.children will spend almosi no time in
the resource room; the only, special service they need is the
help the resource specialist pro,vides to the regular teacher in
planning the educationakprograni. Other students will rieed"
to spend some time in the resource room 'working on specific_

kills or subjects.with the resource; specialist or aides on a
one--to-brtt be smalt-group basis: Still other students will do'"
Most of their acaokmic work in special classes but take.:PE,*
art, hothe "ecollon-ies, ;shop', or driver's education itxegtilar '
classes. Some' students .411- spend 'alf Their tune: in' a. -self-.

--,"' contained spetlal classroom in the regular school building..

Individualized Instruction Plan

A resource room pro ram can be effective pnly when it
9 -is coordinated Advial_whatis ne in the,rtgul4\classrocim. At

the very least, this means the=re ular class teacher must work
closely with the resource specialist in :planning the child's
educational program. The instrument forproviding this joint
planning and for designati,ng an appropriate instructional
strategy for each child is. the individualized education
program (1E11).

California law (SB 18- 70) states that an IEP for a student
should be developed by a team that includes a representative



i the school's -administration, the pupil's present teacher,
andione or both of the pupil's parents or their representative.
When appropriate, the team may also include the student

p,ersons who have been involved with the assessment
,

The [EP team; the law continues, meets at least annually
to review. the pupil's progress and the current appropriate-
ness of his or hei program and placement. Meetings-may also
be lield-rien a pudil gas 'been assessed, when a,placement
decision- is to be changed', when a pupil fails to 'progress
satisfactorily, or when a parent requests a' rneetitx..'

If the parent does not consent to all aspects, of the IEP,:
,those components to which the parent does consenNill be

,`.implemented immediately, while the components in 'dispute
may become the basis for a due procesg hearing. In general,
such a hearing may be held at the reqUest of the pupil, the
parent, or the.public education agency involved when there is
a Prop Irg to clOngeor a refusal to changethe identifica-
don, assessment, or educational placement:of the child, or
when the patent refuses to consent to an assessment or an
individualized education. program. Due ,process hearing
procedures include the right to a mediatio:conference, the
right to examine student records, and the right, to a fair and
-impartial administrative hearing at the state level.

. Once a parent rents to.a pupil's assessment, an IEP
must' be- developed within fifty days (excluding July and
'August),,,of that "Corynt. When a pupil has been _referred
twenty or fewer days priOr..to.the end .qf the school year, the,

:. 1EP must bedeMoped within thirty days.of the start of the ,
, . f011o in yea' r.

e IEP teainmeets andkvelops a written statement
go*rningtheoupil's program. Such a statement should. inch.;

. cate the pupil's current `performance 'levels and identify._
annual g6als, including short-term instructional.objectives. It
sh Id also 'specify, the services a pupil requires; the extent to

ich the pupil can participate in regillar programs, and the
"starting and finishing dates for opecial programs and't ervices.

Finally, tht IEP must specify criteria, proceduresAand.
schedules for assuring thaie short-term objectiiibs are being
met. For secondary schdol students, an., IEP may make
appropriate referenceS to viirational training and to alterna,



tives to standard graduation. requirements. For students
whose'primary language is not English, linguistically appro-
priate goals and objectives should be identified. An IEP may
also concern itself with extended school year services and
with the transition of a pupil into the regular class program.

Dougherty notes that a good IEP should be both flexible
and specific, describing the child's levels pf perfOrmance,
academic achievement, social adaptation, prevocational and
vocational skills, psychomotor skills, and self-help skills at
the beginning of each year. Scott recommends that evalua-
tions be based on a child's developmental, social, and. edu-
cational histories, test results, and psychological and medical
reports. Comments from specialists, past teachers, adminis-
trators, counselors, psychologists, and others should also be
considered.

Using this information, the IEP can establish annual
goals-that are based on the pupil's special,abilities, past rate

learning, behavioral patterns, inclination to cooperate,
an s verity of handicap.

The best IEPs are the most collaborative; only when the
IEP team works 'together in partnership is it possible to
sketch a picture. Of-the child's needs, based on his or her -
home situation and history .as well as on school records.
Unfortunately, this type of collaborative working relation-
ship is not always easy ,to 'develop. On the one hand, an
uncertain parent can easily defer to the expertisePof profes- ,

sional educators and play only a nominal role,in plan ing.
On the other, educators confronted by sometimes cum er-
some paperwork and the threat of parents requesting fair
hearing can easily become defensive about the process

One secret to working with parents effectively i good
communication. Several of the educators' with wh m we
talked reported that they were already working, to.c uni-
cate openly and directly with parents, before the IEP process
was established; with a strong commitment to .good com-
munication, 'they were having few problems in the new
environment.

The IEP proCess involves a lot of record-keeping and
otter paperwork. When questions arise about ,placement
decisions, particularly when parents request a fair hearing,
the various forms and_record9-thr school has kept are the best

/
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assuran of an equitable outcome. Still, it is clear that IEP
fornis n be a burden. Sometimes they are quite long. As Bill
Jones told the writer in an interview, some of the forms are
still being refined, so they are changed frequently, sometimes
several times in the same year. He wondered if all the paper-
work was necessary: "Does anybody read all the forms?' We
fill out five copies, and you can't even read the last two.
Those go to the Central Office. It makes you wonder."
Several interview subjects suggested reducing IEP red tape by
streamlining forms and 'procedures.

Setting Objectives

School mainstreaming programs should have clearly
defined standards and expectation. Scott mentions some of
the goals of one program:: academic success for half of the
mainstreamed students and improved skills, decreased disci-
plinary referrals, and increased participation in extracurricu-
lar activities. for all the mainstreamed students. As this list
suggests, mainstreaming is not merely an academic strategy;
it is important for schools to foster the emotional giowth of
handicapped children and help them acquire social and life
skills they can take with them with they leave the school
setting. Hedberg suggests the breadth of mainstreaming's

N

As professional educators, it is our job to prepare these
children or adult life. This may mean developing
appropriate curriculum in teaching daily living skills,
decision making, social interaction, and sexuality for
the handicapped.

Hedberg gOes on to suggest that students be taught such
et social skills as "introductions, body image, conversational

styles,, and inteiviewing techniques. Students can talk about
1.. their, 'ftelitigs;, !earn to accept constructive criticism and

. make decisions." Hedberg Sim) stresses the importance of
"the- development orself-esteem, group recognition, inhe-

. pendence. from parents, acceptance, and A place to practiCe
social skills." Students also need to undetstand their own
handicaps so they can make their needs known.

In establishing objectives for a mainstreaming program,
it is important to understand The lithitations, as well as the

13 ,
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'possibilities, of special services. Wullschleger and Gavin
report that trainable retarded children ;`appear to need a
more specialized structure and self-contained 'environment
than can be provided in a traditional high school." They also
report problem's with students whose emotional problems
make their behavior unusually erratic, seriously 'defiant of

- authority, or truant so often their absences instruc-
tional continuity. In an interview, Mildred Skehorn pointed
out that expectations must always- be geared to the ability
level of each student: "For some. students, it will take a long
time to (learn. In some cases, they never will earn
diplomas, but at least we'll take them as far asthey can go on
the skills continuum." A

Placement

One of the most important considerations0 any main-
streaming effort is making good placement decisions, with
the right person being mainstreamed in the right way and at
the right time. As Mayris Baddell put it in an interview: "We,

- give a great deal of thought to -Placement decisions. If we
move too fast,'that can mean trouble."le." White points out that
such a careful attitude is not typical; decisions.to reintegrate
are often based on nothing more than casual observation and
an instinctive feeling that "I think he's ready." White ream-

-mend a 'more systematic -approach, using reliable
behavioral, social, ancracademicrmeasures of readiness. VI an
interview, Nona' Kirk suggested'one_ way of judging a child's
readiness.for a certain'placement is hoW well k works: "If it's
a true least restrictive environnient",. -the mainstreaming '
shouldn't take a superhurnaW effort.c-Ifit, dews, we' need to ,

ask, `Should the clild be mainstreamed in this way?'
The other part of the placement equation is finding the

right teacher for each child. Some classroorti, teachers have
unusual empathy with the mainstreaming process; many
others have (or can acquire) the skills and knowledge to be
successful in individualizing instruction for special students.
The importance of finding and identify* -such teache
cannot.be overstated. As Scott explains, "The main element
in successful programs . . . has been the classroom teacher
who is convinced that these

has
can learn, who has the ,
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high standards of expectation, who wants to teach them, and
wh6 knOviis how to teach them."

It is also important to understand that not all teacher's
can meet these criteria. Kirk emphasized to the writer the
need to'cnnsider the needs of such teachers:

Some teachers can't handle 'mainstreaming. They
should have some kind of rights, They didn't chOose
special education, they weren't trained for it, and in

. some cases they're just riot suited for it. For example, a
very structured teacher' might make some kids hyper-
active..

An Ideal Ciassr6om

Sapon-Shevin outlines an ideal mainstreamed classroom.
In it, students would be intentionally hethogen ous, wi h no
stigma attached to being "different." There w ld e peer
tutoring and cooperative. instruction of mar treamed
students, often on a one-to-one basis. The emp sis in the
clasS would be on cooperation rather than ompetition.
Teachers would be provided with extra hel , and the e
would be interdisciplinary, programming and fforts to u. e
specialists in the regular classroom, not just the resour
room. In general, the experience the school offered, like it
curriculum, would be, nondiscriminatory, communicating
positive .attitudes about the differences among peOple:

Grading

The question of how to grade students in the main-
streamed dassroonican be tricky; different reducators suggest
different solutions. Walberg recommends basing grades On
participation as a way of incteasinohe Motivation and sense
of accomplishment of handicapped students; with this
arringement' good (students will still do..well,,learning as
muchas they -do in a more competitive environment. Grades
can also.be based on hoyv much progress each student makes.
However, . Hawkins-Shepard cautions that some standards
shOuld be kept; a grade such as an "A," denoting excellence,
probably should not be given simply for effort.

Recent California legislation mandates that IEPs must

15
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'specify differential proficiency' standards for;,pupils -whose_
handicaps or disabilities -prevent them ftOM:attaining the
district's regular standards. However, diplomas can be
awarded only to pupils who .have met the district's
proficiency standards.

16



THE ROLE OF THE PRINCIPAL '

,,,"Supportive principals are really important to mainstream-
ing. They can make it or break it." Kirk in an interview

`,"Stroneadministrative support has been the key to the entire
effort." Wullschleger and Gavin

.

"If mainstieaming is to be more than an adininigrative
. arrangement, it must be fully and morally supported by the

principal." Oaks and others _
.

"The ultimate success of mainstreaming is partiCularly
dependent on the leadership of building principals." Gage.
"The administrator makes or breaks_th'e program:"Hedberg
in an interview

. .

These quotations, a' mere sample. of such comments -
from the educational literature. ,and. interview refit- arics,
suggest what a key role the administrator plays in the Main_L
streaming process. On one'level, main's reaming is primarily
an Organizational matter, and the principal, as the school's
peader, is in a crucial position to make the decisions that will
determine the program.succeeds. ut if there are various

.. steps a' principal can take to. promo mainstreaming, the
\13\te.

most important thing is to haveand displaya belitf in the
proc,ess. Modeling a positive attitude is partictilarly
important, to Hedberg, who told t,he writer the -principals°
"biggest colitribution is'itigt being in faYorsof the program.
Instead of 'just endorsing it, they can let everyoneknow they
feel good about having. kids with .learning disabilities on
campus." .

Mooresdefines the principal's role in these specific terms:,
"The role of the principal is to give support, encourSgement,
and information as well as positive supervision to students .

and teachers." Thus the principal is both a supporter and a
leader of the program, responsible for seeing that the right
services are provided and that the entire schoqi believes in
those services And is committed to their success.

. Gage suggests that the task of making mainstreaming
work is, in many ways

, like that :)f making any educational...
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program succeed. The first priority for the administrator is.
facilitating1 good communication throughout the school.
Opening lines of communication between regular and special
educators is a good place to start; most writers agree that
coordinating the efforts of these two groups is absolutely
essential to effective mainstreaming. More generally, the .

principal should know what staff members are doing and
should make sure peoples' objectives and expectations for the
program are well undestood. .

Gage also recommends that administrators understand
slime of the anxieties teachers may feel about working with
special students. Instead of believing that working with the
handicapped requires the "patience of Job," teachers should
realize' that, with proper preparation and support, main-
streaming is something most teachei:s can handle. The best
way for the, administrator to foster this awareness is by
conveyinga positive attitude .about mainstreaming.

Principals should also actively. lead "inservice. and staff
development programs neededto give teachers the skills and
self-confidence to work successfully with mainstreaming.
Scott describes the general aims of one staff development.
effort: 5

The purpose of the staff develop'Ment sessions was to
help the teachers uridertand and 'cope with problems
and responsibilities Which Were a part of the inclusion
process, to help them better understand the kind of
child 'a retarded educable student is, and io help them
change their .attitudes toward retarded educable
children... more positively.
An inservice program should have several' addittiota

objectives. Teachers need, above all, to understand main-
streaming, its advantages, and its potential abuses. They

. should also know something about PL 94-142, why it was
enacted, and what it means for educators. As,Gage notes, it,
is particularly important for teachers to "recognize that the
legislation is a way to provide your current students with a,
wider range of educational options, not a scheme to dump
problems on your school." Teachers should also be familiar
with the characteristics'and needs 'of handicapped children,'
with adapting curriculum to meet 'those needs, and with
ways- of evaluating students and individualizing instruction.
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Some knowledge of peer tutoring and behavipt modification
can also prove useful, a d teachers shiSuld realize the impor-
tance-of working wit others..

To meet these Woad objectives,. California regulations
require that teachers who work with the handicapped must
be given the equivalent of at ledst one day of training con-
cerning the needs.of exceptionalChildren. As of this writing,
proposed regulations would require that such training cover
the following specific areas: differences ank similarities ;

bev:Veenexceptional and nonexceptionalstudentS; nOnbia'sed
student assessment, a-kidding ., awareness of Cultural and
linguistiCi;factors; implementatibn and evaluation of short-
and long.term educational objectives. based on IEP gols;
application of diagnostic.;irtfornation toward modifying
regular ciirriculurn and materials; and current special educa-
tion legislation. (For updated information, please contact the
California State Departmeiit Of Education.)

California .SB. 1870 specifies how a staff development
prograM should function. lt,should.offer school personnel a
wide range of development activities, including small-group
work, self-directed learning, and systematic observation of
other classrooms or schools. Tone, including released timei,-
should be'set asidegor such activities. The program should
be designed and implemented by school personnel,
continually evaluated and modified, and adequately
financed. Principals and other administrators should be
participants in one or more .of these development activities.

Shaping Attitudes

The principal should be .leader in. shaping the attitudes,
teachers and regular students develop toward handicapped
students. It is crucial to encourage respect for children and to
create a climate where each child will be treated 'ai an indi-
vidual with unique growth patterns, abilities, attitudes, and
interests. The principal should also empl4size the
importance of creating high expectations for-handicapped
students, since...Children so often become what is expected of
them.

Because increased contact between regular and special
students can produce strong emotional reactions, the princi-
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pal inost take steps to control potential problems. One way.,
,ot doing this'is to provide opportunities for'positive interac-
tions between handicapped and regular students. Dougherty
also urges principals to use the intlnenCe they have as school
leadefs:

' Principal., can do. this by explaining. the 'multitude (.4',
handicaps in an assembly program, L-ounseling.,with
groups of students as the problems occur, making
statements in the school publications, or ipvolving
parents through PTA mectingsor civic occasions.,
Ultimately, principals are also responsible for making

sure liandicappki students have the tools they.'need to be
successful in the mainstream environment. Walberg suggests
teaching students ."survival skills",..such as "binder organiza-
tion, notetaking, listening, study iechnignes, school, rules,

1 and, above all, whom 'to go to for which kinds of help and
when:" Students should know how to organize their time and
should understand .that they -are responsible for the conse;
quences of their behavior. I lawkins-Shepard believes that the

,ability to ignore mockery, among other preparalry skills,
can play role ,in mainstreaming 'success. Special students
ntost also be oriented to a school's physical plant. For
example, buildingroutes be outlined for blind
students and fire drill procedures established for the deaf.

Two of our .interview subjects described interesting
approaches to preparing regular students for niainsmeaming.
Jones described a program where each class. is given a presen-
tation about how. people learn, different learning 'styles, and
the types of environments people need to learn: Hedberg
referred to a program. where- every fre'shinan social studies
class has a one-week curriculum 'MI the II:Odic:lived' as a
social unit in our culture.'The unit is, she commented, "a
way of tnservicing students and teachers at the same tine."

Just. talking cats help, too:,'as Walberg nines: ."Finally,
teachers can belp,..disabled students talk.about.their.disahili- .
ties and learn hOw to put' others at ease, thereby alle iatin
mush of the hesitation that students feel about working with
their handicapped peers."

Hawkins-Shepafd adVoCates directly confronting the
difference's amongstudents rather than Ignoring them. One
way of. .doing' this is to 'shoW movies. about handicapped
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people (such as Johnny Belinda, about a blind girl, and
('kaiy, about a retarded man) as, starting points for discus-
skin. With all these efforts,. the best thing a principal can do
is to support them by visibly declaring, "This is valuable.
This should be done."

Another step the principal can take toward the shaping
of positive attitudes is to make special education resource
rooms, special. students, and even self - contained' special
classes as'much a part of the regular life. of the school as
possible. Several writers recommend making the special edu-
cation program an integral part of the school with the same
status as other departments. One pitfall to avoid is segregat-
ing resource rooms in a single area. If students can move
easily and inconspicuously between the regular class and the
resource room, special education will be less likely to develop
an image as "separate,"

The wrong arrangements may actually inhibit successful
mainstreaming. Marilyn Miller described\ for the %%4 nu- the
problems of mainstreaming in a school t4t departmentalized
at the fourth -grade level. "Special, students have to adjust to
working with a resource specialist and two or three regular
teachers;. that's just too much to ask of a handicapped chikl
that age."

In her interview with the writer, Hedberg suggeSted
forming a dub of Special students'to participate, like other
groups, in such school activities as building a homecoming
float. Another approach is to locate-special education facili-
ties at various places throughout the school, rather than in a
cluster together.

PartiCipative Planning

Oaks and others and Cla'rk bOth recommend that plan-
ning for mainstreaming be done on a participative basis. As
Clark puts it, "All personnel . . who will be involved wi
handicapped children should be allowed to participate iri.t
planning of the program."-This is, he emphasizes, one o
Most important elements in a successful program. B
participation assures, first of all, that the program is railore
to'meet and reflect the needs of a specific school situation. In
addition, people who have helped create a program are likely
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to be satisfied with it, confident that it will work, and com-
mitted to its success.

Another group that plays an important role in main-
streaming is parents. Coordinating children's educatiohs with
their home experiences is Only possible if there is good com-
munication between parents and the school. Here, again, the
principal sets the tone. With open and honest communica-
tion and a commitment to making parents genuine partners
in the child's education, school-parent cooperation will not
be difficult. Conversely, if parents are treated as adversaries,
whose participation in the IEP process is little more than
mandated meddling, no legal or administrative safeguards
can make educational pianning a shared thing.

Special Services

The administrator, should become familiar with the
various Ways of providing s ecial services. "Peer tutoring,)

special classes, developmci al reading, remedial reading,
group counseling, vocational counseling, and the Resource
Room" are some of the special. services Walberg mentions.

-Klopf emphasizes the need for organizational guidelines
that clearly spell out how special services are to be provided;
White recommends objective ways of deciding if a child is
ready for integration and clear procedures for moving the
child from one setting to another. Individual responsibilities
for various aspects of the integration process should be well
defined, with clear guidelines for selecting the teacher or .

classroom to which the child will he mainstreamed. Clark
adds that it is important to monitor mainstreaming carefully,
to determitle how well the program itself is working and how
it is affecting the social and academic. progress of individual
students. When a placement decision does not work' out,
there should be ways tamove the child to a more appropriate
environment without delay. The principal should also make
sure that teachers have time 'for inservice training and for
planning and conferences related to special services. Classes
with special students should be small enough to permit effec-
tive individualization.

Administrators need to be aware of the various resources
financial, educational, and humanthat are available to
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help special students. They should also encourage Nieir staffs
to become familiar with these services and how to use them.
Walberg suggests some ways available resources Can he used:
"Special educoion funds can provide hooks and materials for
teachers to use in adapting their curriculum; parents can
provide extra tutoring, and secretaries and custodians can
provide very real career exploration opportunities." What
the principal really needs to do is think creatively about what
is available and how it can be used improve the 'special
services the school already offers.

The Physical Environment

Appropriate physical facilities- are also important to
successful mainstreaming. A literatUre review on mainstream-
ing by Applied Management Sciences, Inc. discusses how
important the right environment can be. Obviously, a school
building with a lot of steps may cause problems for physically
handicapped students. Mainstream classrooms should be
suited to-the needs of the blind and physically handicapped.
Some more specific physical aspects to consider include.

accessibility of entrances
accessibility and safety of equipment
provision for storage space for special equipment
accessibility and placement of furniture

The Need for Continuing Education

The emphasis in much of the. literature. on teacher
inservice obscures the fact that not all administrators are
currently equipped to lead mainstreaming efforts. When
interviewed, Jerry Kristol observed that some administrators
don't really understand the mainstreaming concept or the
background and implication of PL 94-142. Both Kristol and
Sally Hedberg suggested to the writer -that administrators
may need inservice training for mainstreaming just as much
as teachers do. As Hedberg put it:

We just accept the idea that all administrators are into
special education and glad to have small classes mixed
with large ones, but it's not always true. We need to
offer inservice -and let administrators get their feelings
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aboutvainstreaming out in the open. In many L):ises, I
think we'll he surprised at just how mixed those feelings
are.

Kristol added that it may not be enough merely to make
inservice programs available: "Our county offers the
nograms, but the administrators just don't turn out. They

yld for disciplae, but not for mainstreaming; they just
do i't consider learning about it a-high priority:"

Just as some administrators are skeptical about main-
s reaming, so a number of researchers have expressed reser-
v itions about the ways in which this pi4ctice is most

immonly implemented. The resulting debate is the subject
of the following chapter.
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,tH"RATE CONTINUES

Despite the legal mandate, educatcirs still disagree
whether mainstreaming is the best way of educating the
handicapped. One reason for the debate may be that main-
streaming was adopted by lawmakers, in response to social
and legal pressures, rather than by educators, in response to
evidence of its effectiveness.

Traditionally, the mainstreaming debate has focused on
the question of whether handicapped studyntsovere betteitoff
in self-contained special classes or in the regular classroom.
Under PL. 94 -141, though, the .4uestion is no longer an
"either or" choice between the two settings but a matter of
deciding how to coordinate and combine special and regular
class settings to create the most effective and least restrictive
educational environment for each child.

Many of the most serious problems attributed to main-
.

streaming arc 'actually the Cesillts of impro r planning or
inadequate support. NARC points out that let, slated main-
streaming can actually be harmful when it forces ainstrellm-
ing at a pace the schools can't handle. This can lead to resent-
ment of mandated changes; worse, without adequate support
many handicapped children are sure to fail in the regular
class setting. AS a result, NARC recommends "that all main-,.
streaming efforts be implemented on the basis of systematic
educational planning, performance monitoring and continu-
ous evaluation of the educational efficacy of mainstreaming
for individual students."

Vandivier and Vandivier point out the difficulty of
providing a wide enough range of educational services to
Meet the speCific needs' of each child. They add thgt main-
streaming becomes even nfbre difficult at the secondary level,
where teachers specialize in specific subject areas and may
have less training in special education, The Vandiviers add
that "exceptional children . . . often appear happier when
subjected to reduced academic pressures and increased
opportunity, for success experiences that -characterize most
self-contained special classes."
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Research-based evidence on the efficacy of mainstream-
ing is generally inconclusive. Although ale terms have shifted .
in recent years, Novotny's wry observation is stills largely
valid today.:"Several educational setting'comparative studies
have been conducted. The findings reveal both integration
and segregation are superior and of equal value."

Applied Management ScienOs's literature review points
out that not much research has actually been done to deter-
mine the efficacy of mainstreaming; most tlf the' work that
has been done is marred by bad methodology, questionable
instrument, or limitedscope. Many of the most important
questions are still -tuft answered, including:

Who benefits most from mainstreaming?
What does mainstreaming cdst? (The authors
reject the suggestion that mainstreaming' is a

"cost-effective alternative to special classes")
What are the critical variables affecting the Ric:
cessof a mainstreaming effort? How important
are peer attitudes? is there a critical time (pos-
sibly at the.preschool level) when mainstreaming
makes the greatest difference?
What is "success" in mainstreaming? Academic
achievement? 'Social :acceptance? Selkrowth?
Some combination of all .these?

Ultimately the mainstreaming debate sifts &pm to a
question of values: Is mainstreaming worth the cost? The
conclusions to, be drawn from research findings hinge on
one's ethics. Consider, for example, the research findings of
a stildy reported by Reese-Dukes and ,Stokes. Their work
focused on how retarded students are accepted socially by
their nonretarded classmates. Their findings, thex say, tend
to corroborate the results of a number of recent sociometric
studies indicating that nonretarde children "prefer" other
nonretarded children over retarded children, and often
overtly reject retarded children in a classroom setting. These
authors' observations certainly indicate that children have
prejudiceS against.the retarded. Does this mean that main-
streaming should I* abandoped as hopeless or pursued more
vigorously as a way of combatting such prejudices?

(()
IL., kr
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CONCLUSION

Ultimately, mainstreaming is .1 broad educational goal,
rather than a specific instructional arrangement.. Placing
handicapped children' in regular classes is only a .single
element, however important, of the mainstreaming
philOgophy embodied in PL 94-142. What is essential for
true mainstreaming is that each child be educated in his or
her least restrictive environment; whether or not that envi-
ronment actually includes the regular classroom.

.

Successful .mainstreaming requires the best efforts of all
school personnel. In particular, regular and special teachers
need to master new skills and learn to work together as
partners in providing each handicapped child with the most
suitable combination of educational`services. The principal
must be active in many areas, supporting teachers, facilitat-
ing good communication with parents, and leading the entire
school in the direction of successful mainstreaming.

7'. Mainstreaming may be a challenge to educators, but it is
also a valuable opportunity. At its best, mainstreaming-h4,1
the potential to change and improve the way schools educate
all children, not just the handicapped. For example, us
teachers learn to provide individualized instruction to handi-
capped children, they also become more aware of, and better
able to meet, the individual needs of their other students. In
the long run, though, mainstreaming's greatest promise'may
lie in its potential for promoting true equality'for all Ameri-
cans. As Sapon-Shevin explains, mainstreaming can

be used as a catalyst for change in school and in society,
by changing our conceptions of differences in people
and by helping people to perceive the potential worth of
every member' ofLo.m. multi-faceted society.
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